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SUMMARY
A technique
is described
that enables the oscillatory
aeroLivnamic
noeff'icients
for an aerofoil
to be determuxd
from data measured m
The method is attractive
in that It
flutter
tests on the aerofoil.
dupenses wxth the excitation
equipnt
that is usually required
for
oscillatory
force measurements.
F'relLninary
measurements have been made in a low speed tunnel on.
two rigid
rectangular
wings, and the results
show that the technique iS
worth developmg.
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Introduction

Various schemes are XI use for the measurement of the aerodynamic
forces on oscillating
aerofolls1#2,3
but, in the stun, these schemes require
some mechanzsm, generally complicated ad expensive, for controlled
excitation
of the aerofoil.
A technique requiring no excitation
mechanism is that of
measuring the decay form of the oscillations
from a spring mounted model when
ylitidly
disturbed+, but this technique IS, in general, only used for
obtaining isolated coefficients
and not for obtaining the complete set of
coefficients
that nre required for flutter
work.
Another teohnique that requires no excltationmechsnism
is that of
allowing the acrofoil
to flutter
and measuring the flutter
characteristics.
From this information,
together with the structural
data for the aerofoil,
the aerodynamic coefficients
for the particular
degrees of freedom of the
aerofoil can be obtsined.
A basic assumption for the technique is that the
change of the aero$ynsmic coefficients
with frequency Earsmeter 1s negligible
for the limited rsnge of variation
associated with the flutter
oondltlons
investigated.
Tkrs assumption would appeez to be justified,
at least for
rigid, oerofoils
of finite
aspect ratio in subsonic flaw, on the basis of
available dnta1,2,3&,5.
At trsnsonio speeds snd supersonic speeds involving
mixed flow conditions it seems probable that the ooefficlents
are more Semitive
to variations
of frequency ps.rsmeter.
To illustrate
the technique the required equations nre derived for an
ae+Ofoil oscillating
with two degrees of freedom. A simple rig has been
constructed to enable measurements to be made on two rigid rectangular wings
oscfilatlng
u1 two modes (pitch about two Axes); end values for the oscdlatory aerodynamic coefficients
have been obtained.
A ccPuparison of these
ooefficlents
with calculated values indicates that the method IS mrth
devd oping.
2

Evations

The flutter
may be writtenG:-

for a system with tvm degrees of freedom
equations of motion for n system with two degrees of freedom

~-A,,w~+~(D,,+B,,V)~+C,,V~+E,,]

q,+[-A,2.~2+iB,2

VW+c,2 $1 s,
= 0

[- J$, w2+iB2,

Vw+C2, V2] q, +[- A22 u~+~(D~~+B~~V)

o +C22 V2+E22]
e 0

92
(I)

where the A's, D's sd E's ore the structural
coeffloients
of inertia
(including
aerdynsmlc inertia),dsmping
rind stzffness,
the B's and C's are
the repired
aerodynamic coefficients,
V is the flutter
speed, w is the flutter
freqenoy and q, ad q2 sre the generalised co-ordinates.
It is assumea in
equations (1) that there are no cross structural
dsmpings or stiffnesses.
At
iwt
dwt-$1
22
flutter
we msy replace
q, by e
where K=
and 42 by Ke
I 91 ,1 '
q = phase angle, q, leading ~2.
On expanding equations (1) snd ewating
we obtain the following
four ewations.
-3\

real and imsginary

parts t0 zero

Equating

- 4,

real

+ K, A,2)

terms to zerc

o2 + K2 B,2 VW + (C,,

- (%, + K, A*21 o2 + 5
Equating

2

K2 A12

w + D,, w + (B,,

2

k2

k22

imaginary

ld

D2*

0+3

B2*

+ K, C,2) V2 + E,,

VW+

(C2,

= 0

+ K, C2*) V2 = 0

(3)

terms to zero

+ K, B,*)

VW - K2 C,* V* = 0

+ K, D2* w + (B2, + K, B2*) Vo - K2 C2* V2 - K2 E22 = 0

Equations
(2) and (4) contain the four aerodynamic coefflclents
C ' c12'
and
equations
(3)
and
(5)
contain
the
four
aerodynamic
cceffdnts
B1l'
B12
To obtain a &mplete solution
for the aerdynsnuc
coefflclc12'
c22'
B12'
B22'
ents, in terms of the structural
coefficients
and measured. data from flutter
tests, two sets of such equations are required.
These can be obtained from
flutter
tests for two dlfferent
conditions
for the aerofoil,
for example for
two values of the stiffness
E,,.
Different
flutter
conditions
will,
~fl general
lead to flutter
at different
frequency parameters,
and the assumption must be
made that the aerodynamic coefficients
are not appreciably
effected by the
change of frequency
parameter.
If the aercfoil
is flexible
and the flutter
lnvclves
modes of distortion
of the aerofoll
then a measurement d the flutter
mode is required,
111 addition
to other‘flutter
test measurements, to enable the equations to be resolved
(the structursl
and aerodynamic coefficients
will involve
the mode). However,
a satisfactory
technique for measurement of the flutter
mode has not yet been
developed.
If the aercfoil
1s rigid with flexibilities
provided at the root
then the modes are known and the epations
csn be solved.
The technique
is,
therefore,
primarily
applicable
to rigid
aercfoils
mth root flexibillties
- a
limitation
that also applies to forced excitation
methods for aerdynsmlc
force
measurements.
Measurements that are available
for rigid aercfoilsl,*r3d+
indicate that the rate of variation
of aerodynamic coefficients
with frequency
parsmetes 18 generally
small, at least for finite
aspect ratio wings.
An
allowable
varxatlcn
of about 413%in frequency parameter would seem reasonable
for frequency
parsmeters greater than 0.1.
3
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Measurements on two rigid rectsn@.ar
vnnRs vnth
the leading edge and about an upstream axis

freedoms

in pitch

about

To obtan
an indication
of the practicability
of the technique
a simple
was constructed
to enable measurements to be made on two rigid rectsng?d.ar
-4-

'

wings (one of aspect ratio 3.70 snd the other of aspect ratio 2.47) with
freedoms in itch about two axes. For these motions the coeffioients
of
ewations
(1 P to (5) are as defined in the notation
list.
3.1

Details

of the test rig

It consisted of a light,
The rig is shown diagrsnmat~cally
in Fig.1.
stiff frame hinged to a rigid supporting table by oross dprangs at the
upstream end, and with the wing attachment supported on a ball bearing hinge
at the other end. The wing attachment enabled the wing to be supported with
its leading edge coincident with the ball bearing axis.
Stiffness
in pitch
about the leading edge was provided by coil springs between the wing attachment and the support frame, and the pitch amplitude was indloated by measuring
the strain (using strain gauges) in two cantilever
strips displaced by
motion of the wing about the leading edge. Similar ooil springs and. osntilever strips were used between the frame ad the supporting table to provide
stiffness
and to indicate displacement about the upstream axis.
The latter
springs oouldbe changed to provide two different
flutter
test conditions.
The rig should. have been rigid for motions other than pitch about the
prescribed sxes. but in fact the stiffness
asxxinst rolllnn
motion of the
wns not veGy great.
The supporting table had a flat top through which the wing protruded,
with a sufficient
gap around the -g
to allow for flutter
oscillations.
This gap was covered by M end plate attached to the wing and osclllatlng
with
it.
The gap between end @Late and table top was about 0.1 inch.
3.2

Method of test

The tests were made III the R.A.E. 5 ft diameter open Jet tunnel.
The
mounted vertically
in the tunnel tith the centre tine of the table
top
some t5 inches from the edge of the Jetboticuy
(Fig.1).
The strain
gauges of the cantilever
strips were connected to form two bridge circuits,
and the outputs of these circuits
were connected to a double beam oscil.l.osoope,
one to each amplifier.
The tunnel speed was then lncrensed until flutter
occurred, and when a stable flutter
condition was obtained measurements were
made of flutter
speed ad flutter
frequency and a photographic record w&9
Measurements were made on each of the two
made of the oscilloscope
traces.
wings for t.m different
stiffnesses
in pitch about the upstresm axis.

wing was

Following the flutter
tests, measurements were made in still
air to
obtain the inertia
snd stiffness
coefflclents
for the wings.
In addition
records were made of the oscdloscope trace af the decay of oscillation
in
one degree of freedom with the other fixed, to enable logarithmic
decrements
for structural
danping to be obtained.
3.3

Analysis

of results

The photographic records were enlarged to facilitate
analysis.
In
general the order of accuracy obtained for the various measurements was as
follGws:Flutter
speed measured to within .$.5$
Flutter frequency measured to within -2%
Amplitude ratio measured to within 2%
Phase angle measured to within +1*
Structural
inertias
measured to within +J$
Structural
stiffnesses
~lleasured to within fi.
-5-

It should be noted that the flutter
speed was the mean tunnel speed with
no acccunt for lrregulsrltles
in the flow that may have exceeded +0.57~ of the
mean speed. Further,
the flutter
frequency was the mean frequency of oscillation over an mterval
of 10 seconds, and smplitude
ratio and phase angle were
also average values measured over about seven cycles of the flutter
oscillation.
The structural
coeffxcients
were those for the rigld
structure
and took no
account of unwanted flexibxlities
that were present in the rig.
The structural
data for the uvlngs, and the flutter
test measurements are
given in Table I. From this data the aerdynsnnc
coefficients
for the two
wings have been derived
(Table II).
The aerodynanlic coefficients
have also
been expressed as equivalent
constant strip derivatives
(Table III)
that are
chosen to be constant over the span end. which when Integrated
over the span in
the appropriate
mode of osclllatlon
give the correct
aerodynamic force m that
tie;
I.e.
B1l

=

B,2 =

B21

psc

psc

ih28;+hc(&

2 (h&/c

=-psc2(h

Lx-m$-c2

m;)

m,+c

rn;)

B22 = - psc3 rnh
in terms of Wng leading
4

Comparison

m;] ;

C,, =

ps

[h24z +hc(Qms)-c2

(h ha-c

= psc

ma)

i

c ,2

i

c2, = - psc (h ms+c ma)

;

C22

= -

psc2

ma]

ma

edge derivatives.

of measured and calculated

vslues

The measured values of the equivslent
constant strip derivatives
are
compared with calculated
values m Table III.
The calculated
derlvat1ves
are
average values for the same range cf frequency
parsmeter as those measured,
obtained from the results
of Lawrence and Gerber5 for wings of low aspect ratlo.
It can be seen that the agreement between the measured and calculated
values
of the derivatives
is poor, though, 111general,
the nxzasured derivative
values
are of the same order as those calculated.
It is not possible at present to
determine the extent towhxh
these differences
are due to xxufficxent
accuracy
in the measuring technique or limltatlons
in the theory.
Certainly
the flutter
testing
and IIleasurlng technique could have been improved - in pnrtxular
the
lack of rolling
stiffness
111the rig must have led to lnaccuraoies
- and with
such improvements reliable
derivative
vslues should be obtanable.
However,
on the basis of the results obtained here it 1s thought that the technxque is
worth developing.
5

Further

develoments

It seems probable that the technique can be used to obta.xn control
surface
and tab coeffxients,
in addition
to those for the m31n nerofoIl.
These
coefficients
are diffxult
td 0btxi.n by other techniques because of the smsll
forces involved.
As mentioned in Section 2, the diffxulty
of mode measurement for flutter
cases involving
a wmbrnation
of flexible
wing u&es m&es this method of
derivative
measurement xnapplxcable.
However, the problem is less diffxult
-6-

where the flutter
is a combination
of a single flexible
"mg mode with a
rigid body mode, since the modes can easily be separated.
A rig that permits
wing flutter
m modes of vnng benlang an3 uniform pitch is III use at the
R.A.E. at present,
for flutter
tests at supersonic
speeds, and it might
prove possible
to apply this technique here.
6

Conclusions
-

The technique for obtaining
aerodynsmic coefficients
from measured
flutter
test data is simple and only comparatively
inexpensive
equipment is
required.
It has been applied to obtain the coefficients
for two rectangular
unswept wings using measuring equipment of no great standard of accuracy,
and pros&in&
results
have been obtaned.
With refinements
in the methods
Of measurement reliable
values of the aerodynnrmc coefficients
required
for
flutter
work should be obtainable.
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TABLE II
Derived

Aerodynamic

wing I
Aspect Rat10 3.70

wing2

Aspect Ratm

O.CO% lb sec2
o.ooo~g

"

0.00054

11

o.oooy+

"

0.0035

O.CCJ40 lb

lb sec2/ft

0.0322

0 4

o.oco51

(1

0.00026

!’

Coefficients

TABLE III

seo2

O.OCO72

'J

o.coo33

It

0.00021

*

0.0016

;-

2.47

lb sec2/ft

0.0012

11

0.00040

”

0.00014

I1

Measured and calculated
xilues for eqmvalent
strip
derivatives
referred
to wing leading edge
.

wing

I

Aspect Ratio
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3.70

Range of frequency
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-11
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Printed
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